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: ' INTRODUCTION ■ ■ • •

Transfer refers to' the effect the performance 'of "one activity has 
on the. accomplishment of another. Psychologists have' found it interest
ing and beliefs about it. have varied through the years.. In its earliest 
forms it was accounted', for on the basis of the idea of mental discipline;
.that'is,. -memory, will, reasoning, etc. were regarded, as faculties which '
; were capable of being strengthened by exercise O). Experimental evi- .
dence has. hot' confirmed . such an interpretation '.(6). But "there are .
evidences' Of transfer effects all about us. . In some cases the transfer 
effect is: positive, in:.Others it is negative,. and in still others it is
negligible or nonexistent:.' ... ... ll- . • i; ' . ' \ -i

Negative transfer effects may be the' same as what haf commonly - :
been called habit •interference or associative inhibition. The basis of. 
positive transfer effect is not clear... Thorndike, propbsed in 19141(5) 
that it always results from the-presence of identical elements; that is, 
the inclusion of parts"of the first /act:: as a part of the second act. .I
Judd (.2) emphasized the importance of general principles and felt that 
it was the common application of one. or more such principles that made.' > 1 
positive. transfer effect, possible. ... ' y i i - ' . -. 1-; '

Wylie (7) studied transfer of response in white, rats through. an
experimeht in 1919. He was interested .in.. the effect, that would result . 
if the same response was required from different stimuli. ' Rats were .
trained to turn back for light. After this'response had been learned 
with light as a stimulus a sound was substituted for the light for some



of the rats and. a 'Shock for tke iig% for'btWr rats^ - Stfll. other groups: -. 
were .trained to .respond to sound or shock -first and then: were shifted to 
another stimulus. The transfer effect was not immediate and automatic 
but the new learning .was facilitated by the- carry-over of differential ; 
responses to signal and ho-signal. There was positive' transfer effect 
- in all cases. This confirmed Uylie1s theory that the transfer effect is, - 
positive when an old response can be transferred to a new stimulus, but 
negative when a new response is required to an old stimulus. t ; -‘ -

' l.Brucs (l) arrived.: at the. same-- conclusions as the result of a study 
in 1933» He had all of his subjects learn a list of- paired nonsense- ; 
syllables and then learn a second list which was composed either of all 
new syllables,■new stimulus syllables with original response.syllables, 

Ivor net response syllables with.the original stimulus syllables. He 1 .
found■a slight positive transfer effect when both Stimulus and response :■ 
syllables were changed, a marked positive transfer effect when the . 
stimulus syllables were changed and the response syllables remained the : 
shoe, • and a slight negative transfer, effect when the stimulus syllables 
remained,;the same and the response, syllables were changed.

; Poffenberger:’(t) in 1915, made a study of transfer and analysed , 
his .datarn stimulus-response" terms. He gave his subjects practice in 
one. of a number of: activities such as multiplication, subtraction, : ■ •
division* formr-naling‘and the giving of synonyms: or antonyms. He. had;' • 
the experimental groups follow this activity by some similar: activity 
and then had all of his subjects return to the original activity." He ■ •
found positive transfer .effect in some-cases, negative--transfer effect t 
in others, and no transfer effect in still others. Poffenberger



reached- the conclusion that transfer effects depend, upon the bonds 
formed - by ::the two activities.. : If:.the two activities demand identical 
bonds., there -will be a positive transfer effect. If the bonds formed • . 
by one activity must be disrupted before the second learning can occur5 . 
there will be a negative.transfer effect, and if'there are no disrup
tions of bonds required and no identical bonds invblved there will be, • ; 
no transfer, effect, . ': . ,, :



” - y \  ; ; ; - OF' PtoBLBii'; -v f  ^: ^  . ■/ v \ ) .

The, hypothesis'presented by'Bruce "and-Wylie appears to be the best 
explanation of trsirisfer .effe'dib;:.p'reseĵtodV".tq:thb- present time. They 
have conducted experimehts to provide sdme experimental: evidence for 
its validity- and it Is the:".type of theory that makes possible, the for
mulation of verifiable■ hypotheses. Poffenberger1 s theozy has5 in the 
; opinion of the writer, - two basic weaknesses. . In the first placey his 
theory--depends for its validity upon the validity of a definite"' :
: stimulus-response type of theozy, and3 in the second place, it has "the 
•weakness of not being checkable. The only criterion available of: •
whether-or hot a bond is disrupted is the existence of a negative.
; transfer,effect.. Thus any attempt to check- such a theory, would argue 
in a circle, h :: r v  ̂ ' : - ' ' - f':': ' :

. The. present study was., therefore-, • designed to check parts; of the 
•BrucehWylie hypbthesisj’that, is, to determine.whether similarity of. 
••operation with dissimilar' material:: and whether similarity of material - 
with a dissimilar operation‘will"have -a transfer effect upon perform- 
■ anc-e. level* V Will the Solving of. word analogies be .inhibited or facili
tated by the interpolation of/Synottyks. and of geometric analogies? . The 
synonyms are- ■similar in material- to., blft require a dissimilar operas : 
- tion -than the word-.analogies. -.- The geometric analogies require the- same 
basic process as do word analogies but a different type of material is - 
employed. ' '■ ;i:' ; , :

If the Bruce-Wylie :hypothesis is true,■the interpolation of "



material requiring a;similar process should yield positive, transfer* 
effects add the interpolation of material requiring'a' different process; 
on similar material should yield a negative transfer effect. Changing , 
the material hut hot the. process should mean that one'is changing the . 
stimulus hut - leaving t he response the same.; Changing the process re
quired but not the, material is equivalent- to leaving the stimulus. the.: 
same but changing the response, - ' . ' - ' h''-' ; • = ' : ;



H' " 7- : >EHXIMIMEr EiPBBitffiMT . \ '' •

’ ' ' V . Apbaratusand Subjects ' ' ■'

: , The apparatus' employed in thia p:rellnn.nary investigation consisted . 
of four lists'of materials,' „ Two. pf. tte se lists were, made up of 25 word - 
analogies eachy one list was made up of 25' figure analogies, and one 
list.was .made up of- 25 synonyms. The lists are reproduced in the 
. APPENDIX,; Each list was reproduced on a duplicator with directions and 
■ a sample item printed at the top, and with spaces' provided for answers 
' and for the time required to. complete;the list, • ; ■

. ' Some, items were suggested by standardized tests in psychology such 
. as the American ' Council on 'Education ■ Psychological Examination, the Otis 
Self ̂Administering Tests: of -Mental Abilityand the Ohio State' :; •
University Psychological Test. ' ‘ Other items were worked out for this ex
periment .and. tested, in a rough manner upon the writer's. 'friends to de- : 
termine whether there was or was' not more thanfone possible answer.

' The .17 subjects employed were obtained" from two laboratory sections, 
of, a. course, in. experimental psyehology. All. subjects' had completed at 
least one year pf : basic -psychology:as" a,prerequisite t° the course and 
all were Of junior,' senior or graduate ■ standing. - . . ;
, This preliminary investigation was conducted primarily for the 

" purpose of determining; weaknesses in; the lists.: and in the procedure, ' ,



" Group I was composed of three subjects who first coiapleted ;25 wprd- ‘v.-:->' 
; analogies, from List A, then ;.2.5;’s^on3^.?',;ahd;finally

from List B„, Group 11 (four subjects) co%pleted the same.two word 
,analogy lists as did Group I,-and in the same order,- but had interpolated 
■ between them,25 ■geometric analogies rather 'than word' synonyms. Group III../ 
(two subjects), did the two word analo'gy Idsts' Und rested, during the - 

• period when. Groups I and 11 Were "doing their-interpolated-lists ̂ :
Groups IV, V and)?I.'fpllowed the same basic order as Groups I, II ", '

■and 111 respectively. The:only difference was that the word analogy 
lists were given in the opposite order to equate for differences in" , ;:

., difficulty. Thus these subjects did List B before the interpolated work 
or rest interval and- List & after the interval;, ' There:-were' two -members 

. in Group K, ■ three in Group ¥,' and three in Group VI. 1, 1 ;
■' ' ■ The directions. were written at the top of each - list and to' be sure 

that there,were no misunderstandings the experimenter read them with the 
subjects. Instructions for the word analogy lists;were as follows: ■ :
. "The first two words in each, group are related to each other in some , 
iaanner, Vfnich of the. numbered words has a similar relationship to .the . 
third word?" The example on the top of the sheet was then read and ex- ■ 
plained.. . The subjects were asked if there were any questions, and were t 
then told to solve'the problems as quickly and as accurately as possible.

: Using a stop-watch each subject detehaihed and.recorded the time re- . .■ .
quired 'for each of the lists. I ., . . ; '• '.

. ; Instructions for the word synonym list were as followsi "Which v
word means most nearly the same as the first- word in each' group? Place



the number of the word, at the right»11 -Instructions for geometric 
analogies were, "The first two figures in each: group _are. related to one 
another in some manner, .'Which of the numbered figures; has the same ; vl 
type of" relationship to-the third figure?"; ?

' When it was certain that the subjects' understood the directions 
they' -were given the signal to 'so:lve; the,, problems: and record the time re- • 
quired, ' The members: of ;the contm.1 group were instructed to rest and ■ - 
not to: think seriously about any matter while the other subjects com-. : ■ 
pleted -their''interpolated tasks." •' " ; : .



j \ /:;. -;;: - ., v ; :.
: : ; :/ - /.. . ' Results ; : V - % :•■; .,. ■ ■ .; ; -■ '

: ? ;.Altbough the 'small sample’ used in this.' preliniinary study makes • ; .
■ 'i'Gomparisons; of relatively little value, doing geometric analogies ’ - ;
- probabiy. improved the. sub'jects' perlopmancê  on. the word analogy lists.:
. The Chi-square value for the decrease in time from the"first word
: analogy list to the second with interpolated geometric analogies is 
. .2,73 with four degrees of freedom. The Chi-square value for the con̂

trol situation is 1,22 with four degrees of freedom. The difference
; between these values is not significant,. However, a facilitation 
effect from the solving of geometric analogies is suggested.. The Ghi- 

.' - square for the reduction of time' required ̂ o’: solve word analogies with 
. interpolated solving i'of synonym problems is „ 97 with four degrees, of ■- 
freedom. - Comparing this with the control situation .suggests that there 
is■ either no faciXitatipn effect from the solution of synonyms or .there

■ ; is actually ah’interference, effect. ■ ' ’ p - - . v ; ’
It was found that the. average length• oftime required to complete 

.List A was 160. 85 seconds and that for List B was 197- 44 seconds. ..
Those subjects.who completed List A.'first required an average of 14. $6 
seconds longer to complete List B than to complete List A. . The subjects 
who completed•List B first required, bn an average, 58.63.seconds less .
- time to ' complete" List ,A than List B, Thus List A is probably easier 
than List B. •; ■' : ■■.gq.-.'■ / ' 1 1

Further study disclosed that the average length of time required to; 
’ complete the word synonyms list was 126 seconds and that required to .
complete the geometric analogy list was 264 - seconds., more than twice as 

' long, .. ::'y L - L i  ’--v l ; ’ : 7



■ ■ t e a n j a .

Lists A and 0, as used'in the preliminary experiment, were found 
; -to ■ be -adequate,;fon the purpose of this experiment, Several items in ^
List B did not prove to be satisf&ctory_&nd so were revised or elimib ; •
nated and other items shbstittited to form a third list of 25 word 

• analogies. This, is List S in the APPENDIX, - . . ' ' . V-'
The list of 25 geometric analogies was shortened to 12 of the 

items in List- D in order:to more nearly equalise the time required for . -'
Interpolated activities, This, shortened list is "List F'in the APjPEMDLS*":



Procedure
11

. ■'..'■ Participating in this e^eriment were #8. student voliulteers from
• - elementary psychology . courses „■ They were diyided into six groups by . •
-assigning them to the groups in rotation, .The lists -were submitted to 
these .subjects' individually, ■' - \ .. . ■ ■. - '. •:
• Group 1 solved the 2$ word analogies in -List A, then 25 synonyms . 1
.in List-Oj and finally 25 word analogies in List Er Group; 11. completed
' the same word analogy lists as. did Group I and in the same, order, but. .- 
had'interpolated between them the 12 geometric analogies on List F ; 
rather than .the synonyms. Group III did the two word analogy lists.and 
rested during the period when Groups I and.I! were doing their inter
polated lists. I ; , . . . ' --." ■- I ■ : ■ 1 y-

Groups-1?,' .and'-VI followed the; same basic procedures'as Groups 'I, - , 
II and III respectively. The Only difference was that'the word analogy 
lists were given in the opposite order to equate for any difference in 
difficulty which might exist. • Thus these subjects did'List il;before the 
interpolated work or rest interval and List A after the interval.

■ The directions: and a' saiaple item we re. written at the top of each 
list and, to be sure that there Were no misunderstandings, the experi
menter read them with the subjects. The directions"were the-same as 
those used In' the preliminary Investigation and are reproduced on 
pages '7 and 8 as well as In the/APPEKDlZ of this paper. - The. 
-experimenter timed the.operation with a stop-watch and recorded on the 
subjects 1 papers the time required'to.complete each list. As a sub- .:
, ject: completed a list It was (numbered 1, 2̂  or 3 depending, on the -



order in which it was administered. Lists completed by -memhers of the 
Control Groups were marked-with the word '''Control", at. the top of the 
paper,. . ' ■ ■ ; /V ■ ; ■ . , ■' \{



Results

.The. sub jects who. did synonjmis ,as theii* interpolated activity 
(Groups I and'17)- required an average of 190.8 seconds to complete the 
first word analogy list and 162„'7 seconds to complete the- second list. 
The members of the Control Groups. (Groups 111 and VX) required an 1 
average of 153.0 seconds to complete the first word analogy list and of 
IZilat •seconds to- complete the second list. Neither difference in time 
_ attains statistical significance. The difference between the lengths 
of time required to complete .the two word analogy lists with the 
• interpolated synonyms yields a Fisher "t" of 1.558 (d.f. 30) which is - 
significant only at the 13.59$ level. The differences between the 
lengths, of time required to.: complete the lists for the Control: Groups 
: attains a Fisher ,!tri: of .797 (d.f.: 30) which is, significant at the 
43.33% level. .The Fisher V  for the reduction in time required to do ' 
word analogics;• with interpolated; synonyms and with an interpolated rest; 
interval is . 970 (d.f. 14) for the ..comparisoh between Groups 1 and II, 
and is „631 (d.f. 14):for Groups IV and VI. These, differences are sig
nificant at the 35.05% and 53. 93̂  levels respectively. Combining the ; 
two probabilities yields a level of significance, at the 50.04$ level.

The.; subjects, who: did; geometric analogies hs their interpolated' 
activity (Groups .11 and V)' required an average of :174.3 seconds to .
complete the first:word analogy list and of 157=4 aeconds to complete 
"the'second list. : The difference"in time does not attain statistical 
significance. : The difference between the length' of time required to 
complete the two word analogy lists with interpolated geometric



analogies yields a Fisher "t" of 1,13 which is- sigriifieanh only: at the 
27,,06/S. level. The Fisher :''t" for the reduction in time- required, to do.- 
' Word .analogies : With ihterpolated . geometric analogies, and wtthVhn, ' ■ t -
interpolated rest interriai- is; »369 (d„f, 14) for the comparison between 
Groups H  and III, and is .1396 (d.f. 14) for Groups V and FI. These 
differences are significant at the 71o 77%; and '89.-10% levels' respectively. 

.Combining the two probabilities yields a level of significance at the 
92.4% level. ■ ■ ■ ' ‘ ‘



GONCiUSIQNS

\ 'la The subjects who did s^ohyms as interpolated ̂ activity cdm«
pieted the second word analogy list in an insignificantly shorter time 
than.they required to do the first word analogy list. The decrease in- 
time:is significant at the $6% level for the preliminary investigation 

1 and - at thev ll,, 59% level for. the main investigation.
2. ' The sub'jects .who , did figure analogies during the interpolated. 

: interval also:showed, an insighifleant decrease in;;the time required to
complete word analogies. The difference is significant only at the/
50.6|>: level, for the preliminary investigation and at the. 27=06̂  level : 
for the main investigation.. -

3. There was, alsô  a slight.decline in the amount of time re- 
' quired'-for the control subjects to.complete the second word analogy
. list. These differences attained.a level of significance of 87.3$ for 
the .preliminary .investigation and-of 43.33$ for the main investigation,

I. -ihe differences-between the three groups are far from sig
nificant. However, the. trend is for the time saved on the .second list 
of woM analogies to be greatest for the interpolated synonyms, second 
greatest for the geometric- analogies, and least for the control Situai- 
tion. : / . ' - ' ' - ' ; ■ . i:!:---'"::-!

The ..results aqhieved in this .ê efiment are not definite enough , 
to warrant, positive conclnsions ,.qf. the .existence of. positive transfer 
effects. However, they suggest: that the completion of both- synonyms .



and of geometric analogies has a facilitation effect.upon-the selection 
-of "wordl ..analogies. The facilitation effect is, in the main investiga- 
,:tion, possibly' greater,from- interpolated synonyms than from'geometric 
1 analogies,However,, the trend is in the opposite direction for the :
; preliminary investigation.: The evidence from the main, investigation is 

- preferable to that from the preliminary study because - of the. greater, 
number, of,, subjects .involved and because of the approximate ■ equalization 
of length of time spent in'interpoiated activity. The subjects in the 
preliminary study spent' approximately twice as long doing geometric ' 
analogies as they spent doing.synonyms.

. A facilitation.effect from- the - interpolation of geometric figures 
would be predicted by the Bnuce-Mylie theory. The experimental pro- - 
' cedure :appears.. to require the subject to transfer; a, response already 
learned from one stimulus to another. Thus Bruce and Wylie require-. 
ments for situations resulting in positive.transfer effeet'appear to be 
.met- i. toev subject was,required to substitute one- stimulus for another 
and give a common response. • ■ .

.-The facilitation effect from'interpolated synonyms would not be 
anticipated as the result of the application.of the theory. ■This ex
perimental situation would, to the writer, seem to require the subject 

■ to change his response while keeping the. stimulus the same. This,
, according; tp .'Bruce; and: Wylie, should result In a negative rather than a 
positive transfer effect., . >
•- This experiment, considering the small differences attained, 
should, however, not be regarded;; as evidence against the Validity of 
the,Bimice-¥ylie theory; Before' such a conclusion Would be justified,;.



- v ::. ■ v - r ' > :  . ■ : ■ :  17
.■ subjects should be added to the groups employed in the present imresti- ' 

gallon 'in order- to , determine. whether or not the trends observed are.
' real, :Alsd, - groups should be added to’ bover other possible combinfe, ;
, lions of material, V7 : - ’ " -



summary

Seventeen subjects • in a preliminary Investigation and 48. subiects ■ - 
in a main investigation solved lists of- word analogies and were'then - - 
"asked to solve synonyms or fignre analpgies '̂or to rest for a short 
period of:>time, Then all subjects %ere asked to solve a second list of 
word analogies, ; ; ' v: . v >
• .. The subjects, required 'insignificantly less time to solve.: the -
second list, of word analogies than the first list. The greatest ' . '"
■ savings in time, were . made by the groups doing synonyms as their, inter-' 
polated actiyity, less was saved by those doing, geometric analogies^'.
. and the least savings were made by those who rested, ... ; 1 .
' The application of the . firuce-Wylie .hypothesis of the nature of ‘ 

transfer would result in a prediction of positive’ transfer effect from 
the, interpolation of geometric analogies and a negative transfer effect 
from the interpolation of synonyms, • The differences in savings:..ob- 
ftained in this experiment are so small that further investigation 
should be conducted before - reaching -definite conclusions about the 
validity of the theory, . - -,t'_I...:.'! ' : - 1.:*;:; . '
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LIST A

The first two words in each group are related to each other in some ' 
uanner. ./hich of the numoereti words has a similar relationship to 
the third word?

Samole
up down aLGFT (l) level (2) above (3) beside (4) oelow 3 Ca)

1. sour sweet VBuSGaA (1) pepper (2) sugar (3) salt (4) flour 1
2. square cube CIHCLE (1) sphere (2) egg (3) ring (4) rectangle 2

3. crib infant H£D (1) cot (2) flower (3) dog (4) adult 3
4. lead pencil INK (1) dye (2) brush (3) pen ' (4) colors 4

5. warden prison JOGTOR (l) patient (2) surgeon (3) nurse (4) hospital 5
6. shoes feet GLOVES (1) hands (2) gauntlet (3) face (4) ears .6

7. rug floor CURTa IN (1) drapes (2) window (3) wall (4) mirror 7
8. flea dog LOUSE (1) man (2) home (3) bug (4) air 6

9. muddy mud WATERY (1) soggy (2) water (3) sloppy (4) vapid 9 ...

10. wheel wagon WING (1) plane (2) boat (3) arm (4) wound 10

11. hogs pork CATTLE (l) cows (2) mutton (3) beef (4) veal 11

12. rose bush GhAPE (l) color (2) tree (3) vine (4) snrub 12

13. soldier uniform Ki'iKHT (1) servant (2) armor (3) fatigues (4) guard 13

14. certain unsure POSITIVE (l) decided (2) doubtful (3) definite (4) sure 14

15. prince king PRINCESS (l) nation (2) king (3) queen (4) crown 15

16. puppy dog KITTEi. (1) pussy (2) cat 0) fish (4) cow 16

17. ruby red Ei'ERaLO (1) jade (2) grass (3) green (4) gem 17

18. heavy iron LIGHT (l) feathers (2) glow (3) float (4) delicate 18

19. street car SIDEWALK (l) bricks (2) way (3) concrete (4) people 19

20. governor state IAY0R (1) county (2) country (3) nation (4) city 20

21. smoke oum STEaH (1) vapor (2) furnace (3) boil (4) cool 21

22. bray mule SaRK (1) skin (2) dog (3) cat (4) cougn 22

23. onion soup LETTUCE (1) salad (2) money (3) garden (4) vegetable 23

24. orange juice St̂ UALn (1) vine (2) pulp (3) shell (4) peel 24

25. equal same haRD (l) similar (2) soft (3) firm (4) iron 25

Time
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LIST d

The first two words in each group are related to each otner in some manner, 
tfhich of tne numbered words has a similar relationship to the third word?

Sample
watch minute CALbhdaA (l) hour (2) day (3) second (4) clock 6 (2)

1. leap balk JUMP (1) twirl (2) refuse (3) prance (4) frisk 1
2. day week WL&K (1) year (2) hour (3) day (4) month 2

3. penny nickel NICKEL (l) dime (2) dollar (3) quarter (4) metal 3
U. peel apple SHELL (1) bullet (2) orange (3) com (4) nut 4
5. bird feather CAT (1) fur (2) animal (3) skin (4) leather 5
6. cacti desert Cattails (l) ocean (2) catkin (3) swamp (4) mountain 6
7. pale white FLORID (1) gray (2) ornate (3) green (4) red 7
8. bell buzzer RINGS (l) hums (2) buzzes (3) sounds (4) crack 8

9. boy man GIRL (l) maiden (2) woman (3) mother (4) sister 9
10. letters words DIGITS (l) address (2) fingers (3) sentence (4) numbers 10
11. cherry tree CURHaNT (1) vine (2) jelly (3) berry (4) bush 11
12. early late MORNING (1) noon (2) dawn (3) evening (4) yesterday 12

13. light dark DAT (1) night (2) noon (3) light (4) date 13

14. concave convex DIMPLE (1) bulge (2) pit (3) deep (4) plane 14

15. ice cold STEAM (1) vapor (2) hot (3) warm (4) liquid 15
16. cloth dye MOUSE (1) abode (2) dye (3) paint (4) residence 16

17. green grass BLUE (1) sky (2) dawn (3) sunset (4) melancholy 17
18. football stadium CONCERT (l) grounds (2) court (3) harmony (4) auditorium 16

19. birth death START (1) go (2) win (3) lose (4) stop 19
20. silver ore FLOUR (1) wheat (2) farm (3) bread (4) bakery 20
21. shears hair FILE (1) beard (2) sort (3) papers (4) fingernails 21
22. bird air FISH (l) net (2) water (3) swim (4) gull 22

23. shake earthquake BLOW (1) inflate (2) flood (3) boast (4) hurricane 23

24. carve meat SLICE (l) piece (2) lettuce (3) cut (4) bread 24

25. blotter ink SPONGE (l) absorb (2) water (3) cake (4) animal 25 ... _

Time
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LIST C

Which word means most nearly the same as the first word in each group? 
Place the number of the word at the right.

oanyle
xdOUT (l) sometimes (2) almost (3) maybe (4) certainly s u)

1. ABRUPT (1) jerky (2) awry (3) incline (4) suoden 1
2. FALSE (l) untrue (2) plausible (3) credence (4) skeptical 2

3. LITTLE (l) large (2) ample (3) snail (4) spacious 3
4. JUSTICE (l) favor (2) mercy (3) partiality (4) fairness 4

5. EVERY (1) all (2) some (3) any (4) most 5
6. E^UAL (l) average (2) unit (3) similar (4) same 6

7. KEEN (l) brittle (2) elastic (3) dull (4) sharp 7
8. rlUl-iOR (1) wit (2) ridicule (3) irony (4) sarcasm 8

9. CHASTE (l) ignorant (2) wise (3) comely (4) pure 9__ _
10. GHAVE (1) happy (2) hopeful (3) serious (4) kindly 10

11. DEFT (l) clever (2) old (3) wise (4) clumsy 11
12. FRAGRANCE (l) smell (2) stench (3) odor (4) aroma 12

13. JEALOUS (l) envious (2) generous (3) liberal (4) magnanimous 13
14. IDEA (l) notion (2) fact (3) results (4) data 14
15. NEAR (1) remote (2) distant (3) apart (4) close 15
16. ARID (1) fair (2) bitter (3) dry (4) sponge 16
17. BRAVERY (l) blunt (2) courage (3) tactless (4) timid 17
18. DEITY (l) daily (2) Satan (3) agnostic (4) God 18

19. CIRCLE (1) ring (2) watch (3) jump (4) circus 19
20. RIDDLE (l) environs (2) face (3) center (4) encircle 20
21. HEAT (1) chill (2) apathy (3) warmth (4) inertia 21
22. GRATEFUL (1) large (2) generous (3) thankful (4) shredded 22

23. EDGE (1) brink (2) depth (3) horizon (4) middle 23
24. rtARD (l) wobbly (2) firm (3) yielding (4) steep 24

25. IRRESOLUTE (l) undecided (2) tenacious (3) grim (4) determined 25

Time
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LIST D 

'I'he firs t two figures in each group are related t.o one another in sooo manne r . 
.{nich of the numbered figures has the same t ype of relationship t.o the t nird. figure ? 
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LIST £

The first two words in each group are related to eacn other in some manner, 
wfhicn of the numbered words has a similar relationship to the third word?

Samcle
watch minute C1LELDA& (1) hour (2) day (3) second (4) clock S

1. leap balk JUKP (l) twirl (2) refuse (3) prance (4) frisk 1
2. day week WEEK (l) year (2) hour (3) day (4) month 2

3. penny dime DIKE (1) nickel (2) dollar (3) quarter (4) metal 3
4. cotton plant WOOL (l) animal (2) yam (3) knit (4) warm 4

5. bird feather CAT (1) fur (2) animal (3) skin (4) leather 5
6. cacti desert CATTa ILS (l) ocean (2) catkin (3) swamp (4) mountain 6

7. pale white FLUSHED (l) gray (2) ornate (3) green (4) red 7
6. bell rings BUZZEK (l) hums (2) buzzes (3) sounds (4) crack 8

9. boy man GIHL (l) maiden (2) woman (3) mother (4) sister 9

10. letters words DIGITS (l) address (2) fingers (3) sentence (4) numbers 10

11. cherry tree hASPaEHKY (l) vine (2) jam (3) berry (4) bush 11

12. early late i-JOHMBiG (l) noon (2) dawn (3) evening (4) yesterday 12

13. light dark DAY (1) night (2) noon (3) light (4) date 13

14. concave convex DIKPLE (l) bulge (2) pit (3) deep (4) plane 14

15. ice cold STEAK (l) vapor (2) hot (3) cool (A) liquid 15

16. cloth dye HOUSE (l) abode (2) dye (3) paint (4) residence 16

17. green grass BLUE (l) sky (2) dawn (3) sunset (4) melancholy 17

18. football stadium CONCERT (1) grounds (2) court (3) harmony (4) auditorium 18

19. birth death START (l) go (2) win (3) lose (4) stop 19

20. silver ore FLOUR (l) wheat (2) farm (3) bread (4) bakery 20

21. shears hair FILE (l) beard (2) sort (3) papers (4) fingernails 21

22. bird air FISH (l) net (2) water (3) swim (4) gull 22

23. shake earthquake BLOW (1) inflate (2) flood (3) boast (4) hurricane 23

24. carve roast SLICE (1) piece (2) bread (3) cut (4) pudding 24

25. blotter ink SPONGE (l) absorb (2) water (3) cake (4) animal 25

Time.
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LIST F

The first two figures in each group are related to one another in some manner.
Which of the numbered figures has the same type of relationship to the third figure?
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